Exhibition of Paintings by

GEORGE and MARTIN BAER
and

IVAN LE LORRAINE ALBRIGHT

7/23-10/11, 1931

1 Still Life 50/15389 Kansas City, Mo.

2 The Man with a Mallet 50/15343 I. L. A.

3 Rabbits 50/15339 Kansas City, Mo.

4 Landscape, Morocco 50/15339

5 Midnight 50/15343 I. L. A.

6 Portrait of a Child 50/15610 Brook, Montreal

7 Arab Boy and Donkey 50/15339

8 "Into the World There Came a Soul Called Ida" 50/15343 I. L. A.

9 Girl with Basket 50/15339

10 Landscape 50/15339

11 Flesh 50/15339 I. L. A.

12 Moroccos Women on the Roof 50/15339

13 "Fleeting Time Thou Hast Left Me Old" 50/15343

14 Woman 50/15343
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Exhibition of Paintings by

GEORGE and MARTIN BAER

and

IVAN LE LORRAINE ALBRIGHT (continued)

7/23-10/11, 1931

15 Memories of the Past (Late m. So. 1742) Circuit, etc.
Ivan Le Lorraine Albright

20 Whence Am I, Whither Do I Go?
Ivan Le Lorraine Albright

17 Rabbits
George Baer

18 The Wheelwright
Ivan Le Lorraine Albright

19 Art Exhibition, Paris So. 15339
George Baer

20 A Berber of the Caves
Martin Baer

21 "Heavy the Oar to Him Who is Tired, Heavy the Coat, Heavy the Sea" So. 15010
Ivan Le Lorraine Albright

22 The High Priest So. 15339
George Baer

23 The Souks
George Baer

24 "He Verily Loveth Me and I Him"
Ivan Le Lorraine Albright

25 Street Fair, Paris So. 15010
George Baer

26 Paper Flowers
Ivan Le Lorraine Albright

27 The Theosophist
Ivan Le Lorraine Albright

28 Beneath My Feet
Ivan Le Lorraine Albright
BAER, George
Arabian chiefs
Camels, No. Africa
Arab with camels
Gazelles
Landscape, Cagne sur Mer, France
" " Laghouat, Africa
The Market, France
The Midi, Beaulieu, France
Paris
Pets
Portrait of Wm. SaEtield
Still life
Wonki

BAER, Martin
Landscape, France
""
Still life
"", Africa